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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a learning method of minimal casebase to represent taxonomic relation in a tree-structured concept
hierarchy. We ﬁrstly propose case-based taxonomic reasoning and show an upper bound of necessary positive cases and negative
cases to represent a relation. Then, we give a learning method of a minimal casebase with sampling and membership queries. We
analyze this learning method by sample complexity and query complexity in the framework of PAC learning.
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1. Introduction
This paper proposes a method of learning a minimal casebase to represent a relation of objects in a tree-structured
concept hierarchy. Suppose that we would like to learn “eat” relation between CARNIVORA and FOOD using the
taxonomic structure in Fig. 1.We assume that once an instance of the leaf class in the above structure satisﬁes/dissatisﬁes
a property, then it applies to all the instance in the class since the leaf class denotes the objects which satisfy the same
property. Suppose that we observe that an instance of LEO eats CHICKEN. Since nothing prevents to believe that every
instance of CARNIVORA eats every instance of FOOD, we believe so. Suppose that we observe that an instance of
AILUROPODA does not eat PORK even if he is hungry. Then, this is a counterexample of our current belief. We need
to revise our brief. One way of revising is to make an experiment for other instances. Since LEO is PANTHERA which
is one hierarchy down from CARNIVORA, we check whether an instance of the other class of PANTHERA, which is,
TIGRIS eats PORK. We ﬁnd that the instance of TIGRIS eats PORK and therefore, we now believe that every instance
of PANTHERA eats every instance of FOOD. By iterating this kind of observations and experiments, we can learn
exact “eat” relation between CARNIVORA and FOOD.
In this paper, we formalize this phenomena by case-based reasoning. In order to perform classiﬁcation task by case-
based reasoning, we introduce a similarity measure and we accumulate negative cases and positive cases in a casebase.
We can check a tuple of instances in the relation by deciding whether the nearest case to the new tuple belongs to the
relation.
In [8,9], we use a set-inclusion-based similarity for a case represented as a tuple of boolean-valued attributes.
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Fig. 1. Taxonomic structure.
In [8], we have shown that for every boolean function f , we can represent a boolean function f in a casebase whose
size is bounded by |DNF(f )| · (1+ |CNF(f )|) where |DNF(f )|(|CNF(f )|, resp.) is the size of a minimal DNF (CNF
resp.) representation of f . Speciﬁcally, we have shown that a boolean function deﬁned by a casebase with our similarity
measure is a complement of a monotone extension [4,5] such that a set of positive cases in the casebase is called basis
in [4] and negative cases are assignments in the monotone extension.
In [9], we have proposed an approximation method of ﬁnding a critical casebase and analyze the approximation
method in probably approximately correct (PAC) learning framework with membership query. Let n be a number of
propositions and  < 1,  < 1 be arbitrary positive numbers. If |DNF(f )| and |CNF(f )| is small, thenwe can efﬁciently
discover an approximate critical casebase such that the probability that the classiﬁcation error rate by the discovered
casebase is more than  is at most . The sample size of cases is bound in polynomial of 1/, 1/, |DNF(f )| and
|CNF(f )| and necessary number of membership queries is bound in polynomial of n, |DNF(f )| and |CNF(f )|. In this
paper, we extend these results so that we learn a relation of objects in tree-structured concept hierarchy. Speciﬁcally,
we analyze case-based representability of relations and propose an approximation method of a critical casebase which
is a minimal casebase representing the considered relation.
There are works on applying case-based reasoning for taxonomic reasoning [3,10]. Bareis [3] takes a heuristic
approach of learning a relation between objects. [10] uses case-based reasoning for computer-aided education to identify
correct generalization. However, as far as we know, there are no theoretical results on computational complexity on
these applications of case-based reasoning.
In this paper, we regard the least common generalized concept for two objects as a similarity measure between these
objects. Moreover, for similarity between two tuples of objects, we use set-inclusion-based similarity over the least
common generalized concepts. These similaritymeasures are not numerical-based similarity. The idea of non-numerical
similarity has been suggested by various people [1,2,7,6]. Ashley [1,2] ﬁrstly propose set-inclusion-based similarity
measure for legal case-based reasoning and Osborne and Bridge [7] and Matuschek and Jantke [6] pay attention to
properties of these non-numerical similarity measure. This paper can be regarded as an application of these research
to taxonomic reasoning.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we deﬁne taxonomic reasoning and in Section 3, we propose
case-based reasoning which performs taxonomic reasoning and in Section 4, we discuss case-based representability
of relations and in Section 5, we propose a learning method of a minimal casebase to represent a relation and in
Section 6, we summarize our contributions and discuss future work. The proofs are found in Appendix.
2. Taxonomic reasoning in tree-structured concepts
O is a set called a set of objects. C is a ﬁnite set called a set of concepts. We introduce a tree T called concept
tree each of whose node is associated with an element in C. The root of the tree is denoted as top(T ) and we deﬁne a
function parent which maps an element c in C except top(T ) into another element in C which is a parent node of c in
T . Conversely, a function child maps an element of c except leaf nodes into a set of child nodes of c. The height of the
tree denoted as height(T ) is deﬁned as the largest number of edges in a path between top(T ) to any leaf node in T and
the width of the tree denoted as width(T ) is deﬁned as the number of leaf nodes.
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We say that c1 is more general than cm (written as cm ≺ c1) if there is a path between c1 and cm in a concept tree
such that parent(cm) = cm−1, parent(cm−1) = cm−2, parent(c3) = c2, parent(c2) = c1. We write cmc1 if cm ≺ c1
or cm = c1. We call concepts associated with the leaf nodes of T leaf concepts. We deﬁne a function class from O to
leaf concepts so that each object in O belongs to a leaf concept.
Let c1 and c2 be concepts. We deﬁne lcgc(c1, c2) (called the least common generalized concept w.r.t. c1 and c2) as
the concept c such that there is no less general node c′ than c such that c′ is more general than c1 and c2. We also deﬁne
gcgc(c1, c2) (called the greatest common generalized concept w.r.t. c1 and c2) as c1 if c1c2 and as c2 if c2c1 and
undeﬁned otherwise.
Let c1, c2 and c3 be concepts. We say c1 is more or equally similar to c2 than to c3 if lcgc(c1, c2)lcgc(c1, c3). For
example, in Fig. 1, we have the following.
(1) LEO is more or equally similar to TIGRIS than to AILUROPODA, since lcgc(LEO,TIGRIS) = PANTHERA and
lcgc(LEO,AILUROPODA) = CARNIVORA and PANTHERACARNIVORA.
(2) CHICKEN is more or equally similar to PORK than to BAMBOO, since lcgc(CHICKEN,PORK)=MEAT and
lcgc(CHICKEN,BAMBOO) = FOOD and MEATFOOD.
Let o1, o2, o3 be objects. We say o1 is more or equally similar to o2 than to o3 denoted as lcgc(o1, o2)lcgc(o1, o3)
where lcgc(o, o′) denotes lcgc(class(o), class(o′)).
We call an n-ary tuple of objects inOn a case. LetO be a case. We denote the ith component of the tupleO asO[i].
We deﬁne lcgc(O1,O2) as
〈lcgc(O1[1],O2[1]), lcgc(O1[1],O2[1]), . . . , lcgc(O1[n],O2[n])〉.
We also deﬁne class(O) as 〈class(O[1]), . . . , class(O[n])〉.
Let O1, O2 and O3 be cases. Then, we say O1 is more or equally similar to O2 than toO3 denoted as lcgc(O1,O2)
lcgc(O1,O3) if for each i (1 in), lcgc(O1[i],O2[i])lcgc(O1[i],O3[i]).
We have the following important property for .
Proposition 1. Let O,O1,O2 be cases. lcgc(O1,O)lcgc(O2,O) iff lcgc(O1,O2)lcgc(O,O2).
We deﬁne a language which expresses a taxonomic relation. We introduce n variables x1, . . . , xn which represent
the position of arguments in the relation. An atomic formula has the one of the following form:
• xc where x is one of x1, . . . , xn and c is the name of a concept in C which means that x is less or equally general
than c.
• a special symbol, T which means truth.
• a special symbol, F which means falsity.
A formula is the combination of an atomic formula and ∧ and ∨ in the usual sense. We denote a set of all formulas
as L.
Let us regard an atomic formula as a proposition. Then, L can be regarded as negation-free propositional language.
Then, we can deﬁne a disjunctive normal form (DNF) of a formula in L as a DNF form of the translated propositional
language. Similarly, we also deﬁne a conjunctive normal form (CNF) of a formula in L as well.
We can also simplify a formula along with the following inference rules (together with usual propositional inference
rules):
((xc1) ∧ ) ∨ · · · ∨ ((xcm) ∧ ) and child(c) = {c1, . . . , cm}
(x ≺ c) ∧ 
((xtop(T )) ∧ )

(x ≺ c) ∧  and child(c) = {c1, . . . , cm}
((xc1) ∧ ) ∨ · · · ∨ ((xcm) ∧ )
xc1 ∨ xc2 and lcgc(c1, c2) = c1
xc1
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xc1 ∧ xc2 and gcgc(c1, c2) is c1
xc1
xc1 ∧ xc2 and gcgc(c1, c2) is undeﬁned
F
.
For example, in the above “eat” relation, we would have the following cumbersome DNF representation:
((xLEO) ∧ (yCHICKEN)) ∨ ((xLEO) ∧ (yBEEF))
∨((xLEO) ∧ (yPORK))







or the following compact DNF representation:
((xPANTHERA) ∧ (yMEAT))
∨((xAILUROPODA) ∧ (yBAMBOO))
∨((xARCTOS) ∧ (yMEAT)) ∨ ((xARCTOS) ∧ (yNUT)).
Let F be a formula in L. We deﬁne |DNF(F )| as the smallest number of disjuncts in logically equivalent DNF forms
to F induced by the above inference rules and we deﬁne |CNF(F )| as the smallest number of conjuncts in logically
equivalent CNF forms to F as well.
LetO be a case andF be a formula ofL. We say thatO satisﬁesF denoted asOF if one of the following conditions
hold:
(1) If F is an atomic formula xic, then class(O[i])c.
(2) If F is of the form G ∧ H , then OG and OH .
(3) If F is of the form G ∨ H , then OG or OH .
We deﬁne (F ) = {O ∈ On|OF }.
Deﬁnition 1. Let R ⊆ On. We call R an n-ary relation over objects if it satisﬁes the condition that a case O is in R
if and only if every case O ′ ∈ On such that class(O ′) = class(O) is in R.
The above condition for R expresses that cases has the same properties if every class for each component of these
cases belongs to the same leaf class.
Deﬁnition 2. We say that a set of cases S consists of representatives if for every O ∈ S, there is no O ′ ∈ S such that
O 
= O ′ and class(O) = class(O ′).
Deﬁnition 3. Let S be a set of cases. A subset of S, S′, is a representation set of S if S′ satisﬁes the following conditions:
• S′ consists of representatives.
• S′ is maximal in terms of set-inclusion among the subsets of S consisting of representatives.
Note that a representation set of S is not unique. For every classC which some case in S belong to, we choose exactly
one case from S whose class is C to construct a representation set of S.
We say that a formula F ∈ L represents R or F is a representation of R if (F ) = R. Note that any relation over
cases can be represented as a disjunctive normal form as follows.
Deﬁnition 4. Let R be an n-ary relation and S be a representation set of R. We denote the formula ∨O∈S ((x1
class(O[1])) ∧ · · · ∧ (xnclass(O[n]))) as DISJ(R).
We deﬁne |DNF(R)| as |DNF(DISJ(R))| and |CNF(R)| as |CNF(DISJ(R))|.
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It is obvious that for any relation R, DISJ(R) represents R. Conversely, for any formula F ∈ L, (F ) expresses a
relation.
3. Case-based taxonomic reasoning
Deﬁnition 5. Let CB be a set of cases which are divided into CB+ and CB−. We call CB a casebase, CB+ a set of
positive cases and CB− a set of negative cases respectively.




lcgc(O,Ook) does not imply lcgc(O,Ook) ≺ lcgc(O,Ong) since  is a partial order
relation.
In the above deﬁnition, “O is positive” means that there is a positive case such that O is not more or equally similar
to any negative case than to the positive case.
Deﬁnition 6. Let CB be a casebase 〈CB+, CB−〉. We say that n-ary relation RCB is represented by a casebase CB if
RCB = {O ∈ On|O is positive w.r.t. CB}.
Conversely, any relationR can be represented by a casebase 〈CB+, CB−〉where CB+ is a representation set ofR and
CB− is a representation set of On − R. Therefore, we can perform “taxonomic reasoning” by case-based reasoning.
From Proposition 1, the following holds.
Proposition 2. Let CB be a casebase 〈CB+, CB−〉.A caseO is positivew.r.t. CB if and only if there is a caseOok ∈ CB+
such that for every case Ong ∈ CB−, lcgc(Ook,Ong)
lcgc(Ook,O).
Deﬁnition 7. Let S be a set of cases and O be a case. We say that S is reduced w.r.t. O if for every O ′ ∈ S, there is
no O ′′ ∈ S such that O ′ 
= O ′′ and lcgc(O,O ′) = lcgc(O,O ′′).
Let S be a set of cases and S′ be a subset of S and O be a case. S′ is a reduced subset of S w.r.t. O if S′ satisﬁes the
following conditions:
• S′ is reduced w.r.t. O.
• S′ is maximal in terms of set-inclusion among subsets of S having reducedness w.r.t. O.
Let S be a set of cases and O be a case. We say that O is a nearest case w.r.t. a case O ′ if there is no case O ′′ ∈ S s.t.
lcgc(O ′,O ′′) ≺ lcgc(O ′,O).
We say that a subset of S, NN(O, S) is a nearest reduced subset of S w.r.t. O if it is a reduced subset of the set of
all the nearest cases w.r.t. O.
For a positive case Ook , we only need the most similar negative cases to Ook in order to represent a set of cases
which Ook makes to be positive. Furthermore, it is sufﬁcient to have only one equally similar negative case among the
most similar negative cases to represent a set of cases which Ook makes to be positive.
Therefore, we only need any arbitrary nearest reduced subset of CB− w.r.t. each positive case to represent the same
relation as the following proposition shows.
Proposition 3. Let CB be a casebase 〈CB+, CB−〉. Let CB′=〈CB+,⋃Ook∈CB+ NN(Ook, CB−)〉where NN(Ook, CB−)
is any arbitrary nearest reduced subset of CB− w.r.t. Ook ∈ CB+. Then, RCB = RCB′ .
Example 1. Consider the following relation represented by DNF form:
((xPANTHERA) ∧ (yMEAT))
∨((xAILUROPODA) ∧ (yBAMBOO))
∨((xARCTOS) ∧ (yMEAT)) ∨ ((xARCTOS) ∧ (yNUT)).
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Then, the following case base represents the above relation,
CB+ = {〈oLEO, oCHICKEN 〉, 〈oAILUROPODA, oBAMBOO〉,
〈oARCTOS, oBEEF〉, 〈oARCTOS, oNUT 〉}
CB− = {〈oAILUROPODA, oCHICKEN 〉, 〈oLEO, oNUT 〉,
〈oARCTOS, oBAMBOO〉, 〈oAILUROPODA, oBEEF〉, }
where the class of each object is represented as subscript.
From 〈oLEO, oCHICKEN 〉, the nearest set of CB− is {〈oAILUROPODA, oCHICKEN 〉, 〈oLEO, oNUT 〉} and so, we can say that
PANTHERA eats MEAT.
Note that we cannot say that ARCTOS eats MEAT from 〈oLEO, oCHICKEN 〉, since ARCTOS is more similar to AIL-
UROPODA thanLEO, and so any of 〈oARCTOS, oCHICKEN 〉, 〈oARCTOS, oBEEF〉, 〈oARCTOS, oPORK 〉 cannot bemore similar
to 〈oLEO, oCHICKEN 〉 than 〈oAILUROPODA, oCHICKEN 〉.
4. Case-based representability
In this section, we discuss an upper bound of minimal casebase size to represent a relation.
Lemma 1. LetR be ann-ary relation over objects and CB+ be a subset ofR andD1∨· · ·∨Dk be aDNF representation
of R. Suppose that for every Di , there exists Ook ∈ CB+ such that Ook ∈ (Di). Then, R = RCB where CB =
〈CB+,R〉.
For the next lemma, we need the deﬁnition of O↓l
O ′ and PNN(O,R) deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 8. LetO andO ′ be cases.Wedeﬁne a set of casesO↓l
O ′ for l (1 ln) such that class(O[l]) 
= class(O ′[l])
as follows. O ′′ ∈ O↓l
O ′ if O
′′ satisﬁes the following condition:
• parent(lcgc(O ′[l],O ′′[l])) = lcgc(O ′[l],O[l])
• lcgc(O ′[j ],O ′′[j ]) = lcgc(O ′[j ],O[j ]) for j 
= l (1jn).
O↓l
O ′ is a set of the nearest cases to O
′ among cases whose lcgc withO ′ differs from lcgc(O ′,O) in the lth concept.
Note that the number of elements of a representation set of O↓l
O ′ for lth object is at most width(T ).
In the “eat” relation, if O = 〈oA, oN 〉 where class(oA) = AILUROPODA and class(oN) = NUT , and O ′ =
〈oL, oC〉 where class(oL) = LEO and class(oC) = CHICKEN , then O↓1O ′ = {〈oT , oN∨B〉|class(oT ) = TIGRIS and
(class(oN∨B) = NUT or class(oN∨B) = BAMBOO)}, and O↓2O ′ = {〈oA∨A, oB∨P 〉| (class(oA∨A) = AILUROPODA
or class(oA∨A) = ARCTOS) and (class(oB∨P ) = BEEF or class(oB∨P ) = PORK)}.
Deﬁnition 9. Let R be an n-ary relation over objects.
We say that a subset of R, PNN(O ′,R), is a pseudo-nearest reduced negative subset w.r.t. O ′ iff it is a reduced set
of the following set w.r.t. O ′:
{
O ∈ R| For every l (1 ln) s.t. class(O[l]) 
= class(O ′[l]), for every case O ′′ ∈ O↓l
O ′ , O
′′ ∈ R}.
Note that for every pseudo-nearest reduced negative subset w.r.t. a case O ′, PNN(O ′,R), there is a nearest reduced
set ofRw.r.t. O ′, NN(O ′,R) s.t. NN(O ′,R) ⊆ PNN(O ′,R), and conversely, for every nearest reduced set ofRw.r.t.
O ′, NN(O ′,R), there is a pseudo-nearest reduced negative subset w.r.t. a case O ′, PNN(O ′,R) s.t. NN(O ′,R) ⊆
PNN(O ′,R).
Lemma 2. Let R be an n-ary relation over objects. Let D1 ∧ · · · ∧ Dk be a CNF representation of R, and O be a
case, and PNN(O,R) be a pseudo-nearest reduced negative subset w.r.t. a case O. Then, |PNN(O,R)|k.
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Corollary 1. LetR be an n-ary relation over objects andD1∧· · ·∧Dk be a CNF representation ofR, andO be a case,
and NN(O,R) be a nearest reduced subset ofRw.r.t.O. Then, |NN(O,R)|k. Especially, |NN(O,R)| |CNF(R)|.
By Lemma 1, Proposition 3 and Corollary 1, we have the following theorem which gives an upper bound of
representability of n-ary relations.
Theorem 1. Let R be an n-ary relation over objects. Then, there exists a casebase CB = 〈CB+, CB−〉 such that
RCB = R |CB+| |DNF(R)|, |CB−| |DNF(R)| · |CNF(R)| and |CB| |DNF(R)|(1 + |CNF(R)|).
5. Learning critical casebase
We ﬁrstly give the deﬁnition of a critical casebase.
Deﬁnition 10. Let R be an n-ary relation over On and CB be a casebase 〈CB+, CB−〉. CB is critical w.r.t. R if CB
satisﬁes the following conditions:
• R = RCB
• There is no casebase CB′ = 〈CB′+, CB′−〉 such that R = RCB′ and CB′+ ⊆ CB+ and CB′− ⊆ CB− and CB′ 
= CB.
The above deﬁnition means that if we remove some of cases from CB, the new casebase no longer represents R.
The following results (Theorem 2 and Lemma 3) are related with a minimal set of negative cases and positive cases.
Deﬁnition 11. Let R be an n-ary relation and CB be a casebase 〈CB+, CB−〉 such that RCB = R. CB− is a set of
minimal negative cases w.r.t. CB+ and R if there is no casebase CB′ = 〈CB+, CB′−〉 such that CB′− ⊂ CB− and
RCB′ = R.
The following theorem concerns about necessary and sufﬁcient condition of a set of minimal negative cases given
CB+ and R.
Theorem 2. Let R be an n-ary relation and CB be a casebase 〈CB+, CB−〉 such that RCB = R. CB− is a set of
minimal negative cases w.r.t. CB+ and R if and only if CB− = ⋃Ook∈CB+ NN(Ook,R) where NN(Ook, CB−) is any
arbitrary nearest reduced subset of CB− w.r.t. Ook ∈ CB+.
The above theorem intuitively means that if CB+ and a set of negative case CB′− represents a relation R, we can
reduce CB− down to⋃Ook∈CB+ NN(Ook, CB−).
Deﬁnition 12. Let R be an n-ary relation and CB be a casebase 〈CB+, CB−〉 such that RCB = R. CB+ is a set of
minimal positive cases w.r.t. R if there is no casebase CB′ = 〈CB′+, CB′−〉 such that CB′+ ⊂ CB+ and CB′− is any
arbitrary set of negative cases and RCB′ = R.
The following lemma shows a sufﬁcient condition on a set of minimal positive cases.
Lemma 3. Let R be an n-ary relation and CB be a casebase 〈CB+, CB−〉 such that RCB = R. Suppose for every
Ook ∈ CB+, Ook /∈ R〈CB+−{Ook},R〉. Then, CB+ is a set of minimal positive cases w.r.t. R.
Now, we propose an approximation method of discovering a critical casebase. In order to do that, we assume that
there is a probability distributionP overOn.Wewould like to have a casebase such that the probability that the casebase
produces more errors than we expect is very low.
The algorithm in Fig. 2 performs such an approximation. The algorithm is a modiﬁcation of [9]. Intuitively, in the
algorithm we try to ﬁnd counter examples by sampling and if enough sampling is made with no counter examples, we
are done. If we ﬁnd a positive counter example then we add it to CB+ and if we ﬁnd a negative counter example then
we try to ﬁnd a “nearest” negative case to a positive case from the found negative counter example.
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Fig. 2. Approximating a critical casebase.
In the algorithm, the test “O ∈ R?” expresses a label whether O ∈ R or not. If O ∈ R then the label is “yes” and
otherwise “no”.
The following lemma gives an upper bound for a number of positive counter cases.
Lemma 4. Let R be an n-ary relation, and D1 ∨ · · · ∨ D|DNF(R)| be a DNF representation with a minimal size
|DNF(R)| of R, and  < 1 and  < 1 be positive numbers. Suppose that the situation that O ∈ R and O /∈ RCB
occurs during the execution of FindCCB(, ). Then, for every 1k |DNF(R)|, if there exists Ook ∈ CB+ such that
Ook ∈ (Dk) then O /∈ (Dk). This situation happens at most |DNF(R)| times.
The following lemma gives an upper bound for a number of negative counter cases.
Lemma 5. Let R be an n-ary relation over objects, and  < 1 and  < 1 be positive numbers. Suppose that the
situation that O /∈ R and O ∈ R〈{Ook},CB−〉 occurs for some Ook ∈ CB+ during the execution of FindCCB(, ).
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Then, there exists some O ′ ∈ PNN(Ook,R) such that lcgc(O ′,Ook)lcgc(O,Ook) and O ′ /∈ CB−. This situation
happens at most |CNF(R)| times for each Ook ∈ CB+.
By the above two lemmas, an upper bound for a number of negative counter cases is |DNF(R)| · |CNF(R)|.
Let R1R2 be a difference set between R1 and R2 (that is, (R1 ∩ R2) ∪ (R1 ∩ R2)).
The following theorem shows that we can efﬁciently ﬁnd an approximation of a critical casebasewith high probability
if |DNF(R)|, |CNF(R)|,width(T ) and height(T ) is small.
Theorem 3. Let R be an n-ary relation over objects, and T be a concept tree, and  < 1 and  < 1 be positive
numbers. The above algorithm stops after taking at most ((1/) ln(1/)) · |DNF(R)| · (1+|CNF(R)|) cases according
to P and asking at most n2 · width(T ) · height(T ) · |DNF(R)| · |CNF(R)| membership queries and produces CB with
the probability at most  such that P(RRCB).
The next theorem shows that output from FindCCB(, ) is an approximation of a critical casebase.
Theorem 4. Let  < 1 and  < 1 be positive numbers and CB be an output from FindCCB(, ). If RCB = R, CB is
a critical casebase w.r.t. R.
6. Conclusion
The contributions of this paper are as follows.
(1) We show that for every relation R with a concept tree T , in order to represent R, an upper bound of necessary
positive cases is |DNF(R)| and the upper bound of necessary negative cases is |DNF(R)| · |CNF(R)|.
(2) We give an learning method of a critical casebase and we analyze computational complexity of the method in
the PAC learning framework and show that the sample size of cases is at most ((1/) ln(1/)) · |DNF(R)| · (1+
|CNF(R)|) and necessary number of membership queries is at most n2 · width(T ) · height(T ) · |DNF(R)| ·
|CNF(R)|.
We would like to pursue the following future work.
(1) We would like to extend our method to handle multiple-inheritance.
(2) We would like to extend our language to include negations and extend our method to learn a formula in an extended
language.
(3) We would like to generalize our results for more abstract form of case-based reasoning.
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Appendix A. Proof of Theorems
Proof of Proposition 1. Let O[i],O1[i],O2[i] be ith component of O,O1,O2. Suppose that lcgc(O1[i],O[i])
lcgc(O2[i],O[i]). Since O1[i]lcgc(O1[i],O[i]), O1[i]lcgc(O2[i],O[i]) by transitivity. Since O2[i]lcgc(O2[i],
O[i]), lcgc(O1[i],O2[i])lcgc(O2[i],O[i]) = lcgc(O[i],O2[i]). The converse holds in a similar way.
“lcgc(O1[i],O[i]])lcgc(O2[i],O[i]]) iff lcgc(O1[i],O2[i])lcgc(O,O2[i])” holds for every i (1 in) and
the proposition holds. 
Proof of Proposition 2. By the original deﬁnition that O is positive and by Proposition 1. 
Proof of Proposition 3. We need to prove the following lemma.
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Lemma 6. Let CB be a casebase 〈CB+, CB−〉. LetO ′ng ∈ CB− and CB′ = 〈CB+, CB′−〉 where CB′− = CB− −{O ′ng}.
If for all Ook ∈ CB+, there exists Ong ∈ CB′− s.t. lcgc(Ong,Ook)lcgc(O ′ng,Ook). Then RCB = RCB′ .
Proof. Clearly, RCB ⊆ RCB′ . Suppose that RCB 
= RCB′ . Then, there exists some O such that O /∈ RCB and
O ∈ RCB′ . This means:
• ∀O ′ok ∈ CB+∃Ong ∈ CB− s.t. lcgc(Ong,O)lcgc(O ′ok,O).• ∃Ook ∈ CB+∀Ong ∈ CB′− s.t. lcgc(Ong,O)
lcgc(Ook,O). Let O ′ok be such Ook .
Then, lcgc(O ′ng,O)lcgc(O ′ok,O).
ByProposition1, thismeans lcgc(O ′ng,O ′ok)lcgc(O,O ′ok).However, since there existsOng ∈ CB′−, lcgc(Ong,O ′ok)
lcgc(O ′ng,O ′ok) by the condition of O ′ng, there exists Ong ∈ CB′−, lcgc(Ong,O ′ok)lcgc(O,O ′ok). This implies
lcgc(Ong,O)lcgc(O ′ok,O) again by Proposition 1 and leads to contradiction with O ∈ RCB′ .
Proof of Proposition 3 (continued). Suppose Ong /∈ ⋃Ook∈CB+ NN(Ook, CB−). Then, for every Ook ∈ CB+, Ong /∈
NN(Ook, CB−). This means that there exists O ′′ ∈ CB− s.t. lcgc(Ook,O ′′)lcgc(Ook,Ong). Therefore, by Lemma 6,
RCB = RCB′′ where CB′′ = 〈CB+, (CB− − {Ong})〉. Even after removing Ong from CB−,
⋃
Ook∈CB+ NN(Ook,
(CB− − {Ong}))=⋃Ook∈CB+ NN(Ook, CB−), since otherwise, Ong was in
⋃
Ook∈CB+ NN(Ook, CB−). Therefore,
we can remove all Ong such that Ong /∈ ⋃Ook∈CB+ NN(Ook, CB−) from CB− without changing RCB and thus,RCB = RCB′ . 
Proof of Lemma 1. Since R ⊆ RCB always holds, RCB ⊆ R. Therefore, to prove the lemma, it is sufﬁcient to show
that for everyO ∈ R, there is somepositive caseOok ∈ CB+ such that for everyOng ∈ R, lcgc(Ong,Ook)
lcgc(O,Ook).
Suppose O ∈ R. Then, there exists a disjunct D of the DNF representation of R such that O ∈ (D). This means
that for every i (1 in), if xic appears in D, class(O[i])c. Let Ook ∈ CB+ be a case satisfying Ook ∈ (D).
This also means that every i (1 in), if xic appears in D, class(Ook[i])c. Therefore, if xic appears in D,
lcgc(class(O[i]), class(Ook[i]))c.
Suppose that there exists Ong ∈ R such that lcgc(Ong,Ook)lcgc(O,Ook). This means that for every i (1 in),
lcgc(class(Ong[i]), class(Ook[i]))lcgc(class(O[i]), class(Ook[i])).
Therefore, every i (1 in), if xic appears inD, lcgc(class(Ong[i]), class(Ook[i]))c and this implies class(Ong[i])
c. Thus,Ong ∈ R and this leads to contradiction. Therefore, for everyO ∈ R, there is some positive caseOok ∈ CB+
such that for every Ong ∈ R, lcgc(Ong,Ook)
lcgc(O,Ook). This means R ⊆ RCB. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let D be any clause in the above CNF representation. We deﬁne a case Omin(D) ∈ R w.r.t. a
clause D in the above CNF representation of R as follows. For every j (1jn),
• lcgc(class(Omin(D)[j ]), c) = parent(c) if xjc appears in D.
• class(Omin(D)[j ]) = class(O[j ]) if xjc does not appear in D.
Suppose that O ′ ∈ R, but O ′ is not equal to any of the above Omin(D). Since O ′ ∈ R, there is some clause D in the
above CNF representation such that O ′ /∈ (D). Then, for every j (1jn), class(O ′[j ])
c if xjc appears in D.
In other words, for every j (1jn), c ≺ lcgc(class(O ′[j ]), c) if xjc appears in D.
Since O ′ is not equal to any of the above Omin(D), at least either of the following is satisﬁed:
• there exists j (1jn) s.t. parent(c) ≺ lcgc(class(O ′[j ]), c) if xjc appears in D.
• there exists j (1jn) s.t. class(O ′[j ]) 
= class(O[j ]) if xjc does not appear in D.
This means that lcgc(Omin(D),O)≺ lcgc(O ′,O). Then, for any O ′′ s.t. lcgc(Omin(D),O) lcgc(O ′′,O)
≺ lcgc(O ′,O), O ′′ /∈ (D). Therefore, O ′ is not included in any of pseudo-nearest negative subsets of w.r.t. O.
Let PNN(O,R) be a pseudo-nearest negative subset w.r.t. O. Then, the above means that there exists a reduced
subset S of {Omin(D)|D is a clause in the above CNF representation of R} w.r.t. O such that PNN(O,R) ⊆ S. Since
|S|k, |PNN(O,R)|k. 
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Proof of Corollary 1. For every nearest reduced set of R w.r.t. O ′, NN(Ook,R), there is a pseudo-nearest re-
duced negative subset w.r.t. a case O ′, PNN(Ook,R) s.t. NN(Ook,R) ⊆ PNN(Ook,R). Therefore, by Lemma 2,
|NN(Ook,R)| |PNN(Ook,R)|k. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We need the following lemma.




Proof. Suppose that Ong ∈ ⋃Ook∈CB+ NN(Ook,R), but Ong /∈ CB−. Then, there is Ook ∈ CB+ such that Ong ∈
NN(Ook,R). Since Ong /∈ CB− but Ong ∈ R, there exists O ∈ CB−(therefore O ∈ R) such that lcgc(O,Ook) ≺
lcgc(Ong,Ook). This contradicts that Ong ∈ NN(Ook,R). 
Proof of Theorem 2 (continued). By Lemma 7,⋃Ook∈CB+ NN(Ook,R) ⊆ CB−. Suppose that CB− contains some
Ong other than
⋃
Ook∈CB+ NN(Ook,R). We consider two disjoint situations.
• Suppose that for all Ook ∈ CB+, there exists O ′ng ∈ CB− s.t. lcgc(O ′ng,Ook)lcgc(Ong,Ook). Then, by Lemma 6,
RCB′′ = R where CB′′ = 〈CB+, CB′− − {Ong}〉. Therefore, it contradicts minimality of CB−.
• Suppose that there exists Ook ∈ CB+ such that for every O ′ng ∈ CB−, lcgc(O ′ng,Ook)
lcgc(Ong,Ook). This means
that Ong is in NN(Ook,R). This leads to contradiction and thus CB− = ⋃Ook∈CB+ NN(Ook,R). 
Proof of Lemma 3. Suppose that there is a casebase CB′ = 〈CB′+, CB′−〉 such that RCB′ = R and CB′+ ⊂ CB+
and CB′− is any arbitrary set of negative cases.
Then, RCB′ = R〈CB′+,R〉. Suppose that Ook ∈ CB+ and Ook /∈ CB′+. Then, since CB′+ ⊆ CB+ − {Ook},R〈CB′+,R〉 ⊆ R〈CB+−{Ook},R〉. Therefore, Ook /∈ RCB′ and RCB′ 
= R. Thus, it leads to contradiction. 
Proof of Lemma 4. Suppose that O ∈ (Dk) for some Dk such that Ook ∈ CB+. Then, in order to make O /∈ R, we
need to have a negative case Ong ∈ CB− such that lcgc(Ook,Ong)lcgc(Ook,O). Since O ∈ (Dk) and Ook ∈ CB+,
for every i (1 i i) such that xic appears in Dk , O[i]c and Ook[i]c. This means that lcgc(Ook[i],O[i])c.
Thus, lcgc(Ook[i],Ong[i])c and Ong[i]c if xic appears in Dk . This means Ong ∈ (Dk) and thus Ong ∈ R and
it leads to contradiction. Therefore, O /∈ (Dk).
Since every time the above O is found, we add O to CB+ at Step 2 in FindCCB(, ), the number of unsatisﬁed Dk
is reduced at least 1. Therefore, the above situation happens at most |DNF(R)|. 
Proof of Lemma 5. Every time the above O ﬁnds, we search pminNG(O,Ook). Let Opmin = pminNG(O,Ook).
Then, Opmin is in PNN(Ook,R). If Opmin were in CB− already, O could not be a negative counter example.
Since we add Opmin to CB− at Step 3b in FindCCB(, ), the number of unadded PNN(Ook,R) is reduced
at least 1. Since |PNN(Ook,R)| |CNF(R)| by Lemma 2, the above situation happens at most |CNF(R)| times for
each Ook . 
Proof of Theorem 3. We only need to get at most (1/) ln(1/) examples according to P to check whether a counter
example exists or not, in order to satisfy the accuracy condition. Since the number of counter examples (positive or
negative) is at most |DNF(R)| · (1 + |CNF(R)|) by Lemmas 4 and 5, we only need to get at most ((1/) ln(1/)) ·
|DNF(R)| · (1 + |CNF(R)|) samples as a total.
Let CB be 〈CB+, CB−〉. For each negative counter example O and for every Ook such that O ∈ R〈{Ook},CB−〉, we
compute an element, Opmin, in a pseudo-nearest reduced negative subset w.r.t. Ook by pminNG(O,Ook).
Since the number of elements in a representation set of O↓lOok for each l such that class(O[l]) 
= class(Ook[l]) is at
most width(T ), the number of possible cases checked for one iteration in pminNG(O,Ook) is at most n · width(T ).
Since the number of iteration in pminNG(O,Ook) is at most n · height(T ), we will make a membership query
at most n2 · width(T ) · height(T ) times to ﬁnd Opmin. Since the number of negative counter examples is at most
|CNF(R)| · |DNF(R)|, we need at most n2 · width(T ) · height(T ) · |CNF(R)| · |DNF(R)| membership queries. 
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Proof of Theorem 4. Let CB be 〈CB+, CB−〉. Since we can guarantee that for every Ook ∈ CB+, Ook /∈
R〈CB+−{Ook},CB−〉, there is no subset CB′+ of CB+ such that RCB′ = R where CB′ = 〈CB′+, CB−〉 by
Lemma 3.
If we can ﬁnd all the PNN(Ook,R) by using pminNG(c,Ook), then we can get NN(Ook,R) by choosing
Ong ∈ PNN(Ook,R) such that there is no O ′ng such that O ′ng ∈ PNN(Ook,R) and lcgc(O ′ng,Ook) ≺ lcgc(Ong,Ook).
At the output step in FindCCB(, ), we perform such a selection. Therefore, if R=RCB then, CB−=⋃
Ook∈CB+ NN(Ook, CB−) and this is a minimal set of negative cases w.r.t. CB+ and R by Lemma 7. 
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